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ABSTRACT

The [N II] 122 and 205 µm transitions are powerful tracers of the ionized gas in the interstellar
medium. By combining data from 21 galaxies selected from the Herschel KINGFISH and Beyond the
Peak surveys, we have compiled 141 spatially resolved regions with a typical size of ∼1 kiloparsec,
with observations of both [N II] far-infrared lines. We measure [N II] 122/205 line ratios in the
∼ 0.6− 6 range, which corresponds to electron gas densities ne ∼ 1− 300 cm−3, with a median value
of ne = 30 cm−3. Variations in the electron density within individual galaxies can be as a high as
a factor of ∼ 50, frequently with strong radial gradients. We find that ne increases as a function of
infrared color, dust-weighted mean starlight intensity, and star formation rate surface density (ΣSFR).
As the intensity of the [N II] transitions is related to the ionizing photon flux, we investigate their
reliability as tracers of the star formation rate (SFR). We derive relations between the [N II] emission
and SFR in the low-density limit and in the case of a log-normal distribution of densities. The scatter
in the correlation between [N II] surface brightness and ΣSFR can be understood as a property of
the ne distribution. For regions with ne close to or higher than the [N II] line critical densities, the
low-density limit [N II]-based SFR calibration systematically underestimates the SFR since the [N II]
emission is collisionally quenched. Finally, we investigate the relation between [N II] emission, SFR,
and ne by comparing our observations to predictions from the MAPPINGS-III code.
Subject headings: galaxies: star formation — galaxies: ISM — ISM: structure — infrared: galaxies
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1. INTRODUCTION

Infrared transitions are a powerful tool for investigat-
ing the neutral and ionized gas in the interstellar medium
(ISM). At wavelengths greater than 100 µm, the bright-
est lines in star-forming galaxies are the [C II] 158 µm
and the [N II] 122 and 205 µm fine structure transitions
(Wright et al. 1991; Bennett et al. 1994; Malhotra et al.
2001; Brauher et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2013, 2016). While
the [C II] line arise from both the neutral and the ionized
gas, the ionization potential of nitrogen is about ∼0.9 eV
higher than that of hydrogen, which implies that [N II]
lines originate only from the ionized gas. This, combined
with the fact that far-infrared lines are affected by dust
only in extreme cases, makes the [N II] 122 and 205 µm
transitions powerful means to study the properties of the
ionized ISM.
The pair of infrared [N II] lines is the result of the split-

ting of the ground-state of N+ into three fine-structure
levels. These levels are excited primarily by electron col-
lisions, and the critical densities (ncrit) for the resulting
[N II] 121.89 µm ( 3P2 → 3P1) and [N II] 205.19 µm
( 3P1 → 3P0) transitions are 290 cm−3 and 44 cm−3, re-
spectively (assuming T ≈ 8, 000 K; Hudson & Bell 2004).
These excitation conditions imply that the [N II] 205 µm
power per N+ scales linearly with electron density (ne)
up to ∼10 cm−3, growing increasingly more slowly with
ne until leveling off at ne ∼ 60− 70 cm−3 (e.g., see Fig-
ure 8 in Langer et al. 2015). Above ne ∼ 10cm−3, the
[N II] 122 to 205 µm line ratio starts to increase from its
base value of ∼0.6 (Tayal 2011) as a function of ne, un-
til the electron density of the gas approaches the critical
density of the [N II] 122 µm line As we show in Figure 4,
[N II] based ne measurements of the photoionized gas
have been made for the Galactic plane (Bennett et al.
1994; Goldsmith et al. 2015), (ultra-)luminous infrared
galaxies ((U)LIRGs) (Zhao et al. 2016), and a handful
of other sources: M 82 (∼180 cm−3, Petuchowski et al.
1994), Carina nebula (∼28 cm−3, Oberst et al. 2006,
2011), the central region of NGC 1097 (∼160 cm−3,
Beirão et al. 2012), M 51 (∼8 cm−3, Parkin et al. 2013),
NGC 891 (∼10-100 cm−3, Hughes et al. 2014) and the
central region of IC 342 (∼110 cm−3, Rigopoulou et al.
2013).
Another interesting application of the [N II] far-

infrared lines is to use them as tracers of star for-
mation activity. This use is motivated by the fact
that the [N II] lines arise from gas ionized by O and
early-B type stars, thus providing a direct measure-
ment of the ionizing photon rate, which is directly re-
lated to the star formation rate (SFR) (Bennett et al.
1994; McKee & Williams 1997). The other advantage
is that the [N II] far-infrared line emission can be ob-
served in high-redshift galaxies by ground-based ob-
servatories like the Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(Ferkinhoff et al. 2011; Combes et al. 2012; Nagao et al.
2012; Decarli et al. 2012; Ferkinhoff et al. 2015). Empir-
ical calibrations of the star formation rate (SFR) based
on [N II] 122 and 205 µm luminosities have been de-
rived based on observations of nearby galaxies (e.g., M83,
M51, NGC 891; Wu et al. 2015; Hughes et al. 2016), and
samples of star-forming and (U)LIRGs by Farrah et al.
(2013) and Zhao et al. (2013, 2016). These calibrations

provide SFR estimates with an uncertainty of a factor of
∼ 3 for star-forming galaxies with infrared luminosities
below ∼ 1011.5 L⊙; for more luminous galaxies, these
calibrations tend to underestimate the SFR by factors
that can be as high as ∼ 10. On the modeling side,
Orsi et al. (2014), based on the “Semi-Analytic galaxies”
model (SAG; Cora 2006; Orsi et al. 2014) and the pho-
toionization code MAPPINGS-III (Kewley et al. 2001;
Groves et al. 2004), studied the evolution of the corre-
lation between the [N II] 205 µm luminosity and SFR
from redshift z = 5 to the present. They find a [N II]-
SFR correlation that is consistent, within the scatter,
with the results from Zhao et al. (2013).
One the most important limitations for using the [N II]

emission as a star formation tracer is the decrease in
the ratio between the [N II] lines and the FIR lu-
minosity (which is proportional to the SFR) observed
in some local and high redshift galaxies (Fischer et al.
2010; Graciá-Carpio et al. 2011; Decarli et al. 2012;
Farrah et al. 2013; Decarli et al. 2014; Walter et al.
2009; Zhao et al. 2013). This so-called “[N II]-deficit”
may arise from environments with high ionization pa-
rameters where ionizing photons from dusty H II re-
gions are intercepted by dust (Luhman et al. 2003;
Graciá-Carpio et al. 2011), an increased fraction of ni-
trogen in N++ and N+++ near very early-type O stars,
and the relatively low critical density of the [N II] far-
infrared lines (Langer et al. 2015).
Based on a sample of [N II] 122 and 205 µm resolved

observations of 21 nearby galaxies by Herschel, the goal
of this paper is twofold. First, to measure the beam-
averaged electron density of the low-excitation H II gas
and explore any potential dependence with the environ-
ment (metallicity, radiation field strength, etc). Second,
to derive [N II]-based star formation rate calibrations and
study their reliability. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we describe the observations and the sample
under investigation. In Section 3 we use the [N II] 122
to 205 µm line ratio to measure electron densities, and
explore the properties of the ionized gas. In Section 4
we investigate the connection between [N II] emission,
star formation activity and electron density. Finally, in
Section 5 we summarize our main conclusions.

2. SAMPLE AND METHODS

Our study focuses on 21 spiral galaxies that are
part of the “Key Insights on Nearby Galaxies: A
Far-Infrared Survey with Herschel” (KINGFISH; P.I.
Kennicutt et al. 2011) and “Beyond the Peak” (BtP;
P.I. J. D. Smith) samples. Combined, these surveys
provide deep photometric and spectroscopic measure-
ments of 20 centrally pointed regions and one extra-
nuclear region (NGC 5457). According to their optical
spectral properties, 12 of these 21 galaxies show signa-
tures of active galactic nuclei (AGN) emission (Ho et al.
1997; Moustakas et al. 2010); however, galaxies in the
KINGFISH sample have been selected not to have a
strong AGN contribution. Our galaxies cover a total
infrared luminosity range of LTIR ∼ 108.9 − 1010.7L⊙

(Dale et al. 2012) and a global metallicity range of
12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.1 − 8.9 for the Pilyugin & Thuan
(2005) calibration (PT05) and 12+ log(O/H) ∼ 8.7− 9.2
for the Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) calibration (KK04)
(Moustakas et al. 2010). The SPIRE-FTS beam size at
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Fig. 1.— PACS [N II] 122 µm image of NGC 4254. The color
scale shows the surface brightness in units of 10−9 W m−2 sr−1.
The black contours delineate the areas where [N II] 122 µm was
observed and the blue contours show the 24 µm dust continuum
emission. The grey circles show the distribution of the 17′′ SPIRE-
FTS bolometers used to detect the [N II] 205 µm line. The axes
show the RA(J2000) and DEC(J2000) position coordinates.

205 µm is 16.′′6 (Makiwa et al. 2013); given the range of
distances in our sample (∼ 3.5 − 30.6 Mpc), we cover
a range of spatial resolutions that goes from ∼0.3 kpc
for NGC 2976 to ∼2.5 kpc for NGC 1266, with a me-
dian value of ∼ 0.8 kpc. For more information on the
properties of the KINGFISH and BtP galaxies we refer
to Table 1 in Kennicutt et al. (2011).

2.1. Spectroscopic Data

Observations of the [N II] 122 µm transition were car-
ried out with the Herschel Photodetector Array Camera
& Spectrometer (PACS, Poglitsch et al. 2010) on board
Herschel as part of the KINGFISH survey. The ob-
servations were obtained in the Un-Chopped Mapping
mode and reduced using the Herschel Interactive Pro-
cessing Environment (HIPE) version 11.0. The reduc-
tions applied the standard spectral response functions,
flat field corrections, and flagged instrument artifacts
and bad pixels (see Poglitsch et al. 2010; Kennicutt et al.
2011). Transient removal was performed using a custom
treatment designed for the KINGFISH pipeline. In-flight
flux calibrations were applied to the data. We miti-
gated the spatial undersampling of the beam by using
a half pixel dither and then drizzle the maps (details in
Kennicutt et al. 2011). We then integrated in velocity
the [N II] 122 µm line from the reduced cubes producing
moment zero maps with 2.′′3 pixels. The PACS full width
half maximum20 (FWHM) at 122 µm is ≈ 10′′. The cal-
ibration uncertainty on PACS is ∼ 20% (Croxall et al.
2013). For a detailed description on the reduction and
processing of the KINGFISH FIR spectral maps we refer
to Croxall et al. (2013).
The [N II] 205 µm transition was observed with the

SPIRE Fourier Transform Spectrometer (SPIRE-FTS,
Griffin et al. 2010) as part of the BtP survey. For a de-
tailed description on the reduction and processing of the
spectral maps we refer to Pellegrini et al. (2013) and Pel-
legrini et al. 2016 (in prep.). Hereafter, we will refer to
the area covered by a single SPIRE-FTS beam as an “in-
dividual region”. The SPIRE-FTS instrumental spectral
resolution is not sufficient to resolve line profiles in BtP.
Profile fitting was done with a fixed-width sinc function,

20 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Docs/PACS/pdf/pacs om.pdf

where we fit for the line position and peak. Thus the
dominant uncertainty in the [N II] 205 µm line flux mea-
surement is in uncertainty of the peak above the con-
tinuum. To estimate the uncertainty in the continuum
under the line we measure the 1 − σ standard deviation
in the residual of the fit and take this to be the uncer-
tainty in 1-spectral element. As the noise pattern in the
continuum is correlated (fringe pattern) we scale the un-
certainty in a single spectral pixel by the number of pixels
under an unresolved line to estimate the uncertainty in
our fluxes.
The calibration of the SPIRE-FTS spectra depends on

the intrinsic source structure. The reduction and cali-
bration routines use gains that are optimized for sources
that, compared to the beam size, are either much smaller
(point sources) or much more extended. The calibration
scale differs by as much as a factor of ∼ 2 between com-
pact and extended (e.g., see Figure 4 in Wu et al. 2013).
To address the issue of what is the precise gain that

needs to be applied to our [N II] 205 µm observations,
we compare the SPIRE-FTS synthetic continuum pho-
tometry with the SPIRE 250 µm continuum flux from
imaging (the synthetic photometry is derived by apply-
ing the 250 µm SPIRE filter gain curve to the FTS spec-
trum). The synthetic and continuum photometry need
to match, so we attribute any difference between the two
to the gain correction due to the intrinsic structure of
the source.
Our SPIRE-FTS data were first reduced assuming a

point-source distribution. Based on the method de-
scribed above, we correct our data by scaling the sur-
face brightness at 205 µm of each bolometer by the ra-
tio between the synthetic and imaging photometry at
250 µm. Note that our correction is not based on a
constant [N II] 205 µm-to-continuum ratio, but under
the assumption that the gain factor that applies to the
250 µm continuum also applies to the 205 µm data. The
typical 250 µm flux of our regions is ∼ 1.8 Jy, with an
uncertainty less than 10% of this value. The mean value
of this correction is 1.1.

2.2. Supplementary Data

The supplementary data available includes: (1) near
and mid-infrared (24 µm) data from the Spitzer Infrared
Nearby Galaxy Survey (SINGS; Kennicutt et al. 2003);
(2) FIR maps observed with Herschel PACS (70, 100 and
160 µm) and SPIRE (250, 350 and 500 µm) drawn from
the photometric KINGFISH sample (Dale et al. 2012);
(3) Hα narrow-band images corrected for Galactic extinc-
tion, with foreground stars masked and the optical [N II]
contribution subtracted (Leroy et al. 2012). The lat-
ter are drawn mainly from the SINGS (Kennicutt et al.
2003) and Local Volume Legacy survey (LVL, Dale et al.
2009b).
As an example of the data used in this study, Figure 1

shows the [N II] 122 µm surface brightness map of the
spiral galaxy NGC 4254. The blue contours show the
24 µm dust continuum emission and the grey circles show
the spatial distribution of the 68 SPIRE-FTS bolometers
used to observe the [N II] 205 µm line emission. For this
particular galaxy, the fraction of 205 µm bolometers that
overlap with [N II] 122 µm data is 45%. For the entire
sample, this fraction is 23%. On the other hand, the
overlap between the [N II] spectroscopic data and the
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Fig. 2.— (Left) Ratio of the [N II] 122 µm and [N II] 205 µm transitions as a function of electron density ne. The theoretical curve was
calculated using Tayal (2011) electron collision strengths and shows how the [N II] 122/205 line ratio can be used as a probe of the electron
density of the low-excitation, warm ionized gas in the ∼ 10−1, 000 cm−3 range. We have assumed an electron temperature of T = 8000 K.
(Right) P/ne, where P is the power radiated per N+ ion in the [N II] 122 µm transition (blue), the [N II] 205 µm transition (red), and the
sum of both [N II] transitions (black), as a function of the [N II] 122/205 line ratio. At [N II] 122/205 line ratios greater than ∼ 1, the total
power radiated per ion starts to be dominated by the [N II] 122 µm transition.

complementary photometric data available (e.g. 24 µm,
Hα, etc) is nearly complete.
In Section 4 we compare the BtP and KINGFISH data

to a sample of local luminous infrared galaxies. This
sample consist of 25 ULIRGs observed in [N II] 122 µm
emission by Farrah et al. (2013) and 44 (U)LIRGs ob-
served in [N II] 205 µm emission by Zhao et al. (2013)
as part of the Great Observatories All-sky LIRG Sur-
vey (GOALS; Armus et al. 2009). For these samples of
LIRGs we measure SFRs based on the total infrared lu-
minosity (TIR; L(8 − 1000 µm)) and the calibration by
Murphy et al. (2011).

2.3. Models

2.3.1. Draine & Li dust model

For each BtP galaxy we have maps of dust prop-
erties based on the Draine & Li dust model (DL07;
Draine & Li 2007). In brief, the DL07 model consid-
ers that dust consists of a combination of carbona-
ceous and amorphous silicate grains whose grain size
distribution and normalization is chosen to match the
abundance and average extinction in the Milky Way
(Weingartner & Draine 2001). In the model, the dust
is heated by a range of radiation fields U , including: (1)
a diffuse component that is heated by a single radiation
field, Umin; (2) a more intense component, Umin < U <
Umax, that heats dust located near luminous stars (e.g.,
dust in photodissociation regions heated by OB stars).
The dust maps we use in this work are similar to the
ones presented in Aniano et al. (2012), and were pro-
cessed by G. Aniano et al. (in prep.) by fitting the DL07
model to the infrared spectral energy distribution in the
3.6− 250 µm wavelength range. The output of the fit in-
cludes the dust mass, the dust-weighted mean starlight
intensity, 〈U〉, and the fraction fPDR of the dust luminos-
ity produced by photodissociation regions with U > 100.

2.3.2. MAPPINGS-III photoionization code

In Section 4 we investigate the relationship between
the [N II] emission, the electron density, and the
star formation activity based on the predictions by
the shock and photoionization code MAPPINGS-III
(Kewley et al. 2001; Groves et al. 2004). This code takes
synthetic FUV spectra generated by the Starburst99 code
(Leitherer et al. 1999) and produces model HII region
spectra integrated over the full ionized volume. The code
incorporates a sophisticated treatment of the dust that
includes absorption, charging and photoelectric heating
(Groves et al. 2004). The final spectra consist of a set
of emission lines that include the [N II] 122 and 205 µm
transitions. In this work we use the pre-computed grids
of MAPPINGS-III generated by Levesque et al. (2010).
These grids adopt a wide range of parameters, includ-
ing: (1) star formation history (continuous or instanta-
neous burst), (2) age (0 ≤ tage ≤ 5 Myr), (3) metallicity
(0.05 ≤ Z/Z⊙ ≤ 2), (4) ionization parameter q, which
is the ratio between the incident ionizing photon flux
and the gas density (107 ≤ q ≤ 4 × 108 cm s−1), and
(4) electron density (ne = 10 or 100 cm−3). We use
a set of grids that adopt a characteristic ionization pa-
rameter for star-forming galaxies of q = 2 × 107 cm s−1

(Kewley & Dopita 2002), and for a fixed electron density
of ne = 10 or 100 cm−3, allow the metallicity to vary be-
tween Z = Z⊙ and Z = 2Z⊙. We also adopt a continuous
star formation history model at 5 Myr, which correspond
to the age in the Starburst99 model at which there is a
balance between the number of O stars being born and
dying (Kewley et al. 2001). The SFR calibrations used
in this work (Calzetti et al. 2007; Murphy et al. 2011)
are also based on Starburst99 calculations that assume a
continuous star formation history model.

2.4. Methods
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Fig. 3.— (Left) Histograms of the [N II] 122/205 line ratio for the 141 regions in our sample when reduced as a point-source (grey) and
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correction being a small overall increase of the line ratios. The red dashed line shows the theoretical line ratio of ≈ 0.55 expected for regions
of low electron density (ne ≪ ncrit); in this regime the [N II] 122/205 line ratio is insensitive to the ionized gas density. Most of our regions
have line ratios above this limit, which means that their line ratios can be used to measure the electron density of the photoionized gas.
(Right) Fraction of the emitted [N II] 122 µm power per [N II] 122/205 line ratio bin. About 40% of the total [N II] 122 µm power arises
from regions with [N II] 122/205 & 2 (ne & 50 cm−3).

In order to assure proper comparison between the sup-
plementary data and the [N II] 205 µm observations,
we convolved all of our maps to match the SPIRE-FTS
FWHM at 205 µm using convolution kernels constructed
using the methodology of Aniano et al. (2011). We then
extracted continuum and line fluxes from regions corre-
sponding to the position and sizes of the SPIRE-FTS
[N II] 205 µm data.
In Section 5 we study the reliability of the [N II] far-

infrared lines as star formation tracers. For this purpose,
we measure star formation rate surface densities (ΣSFR)
and SFRs based on a combination of the convolved 24 µm
and Hα data following the calibration by Calzetti et al.
(2007). This calibration adopts an IMF with dN/dM ∝
M−α, with α = −1.3 in the range 0.1−0.5 M⊙, and −2.3
in the range 0.5− 120 M⊙. This choice of IMF produces
SFRs that, for the same number of ionizing photons, are
∼ 14% higher than if we change the upper-mass cutoff to
100 M⊙, and a factor 1.59 lower if we assume a Salpeter
IMF in the range 0.1− 100 M⊙.
We also measure total infrared (TIR) luminosities

based on the calibration by Galametz et al. (2013) and
using the 24, 70, 100 and 160 µm convolved data.
For the global metallicities of 17 of the 21 galaxies, we

use the average between the KK04 and PT05 “character-
istic” metallicities listed in Table 9 of Moustakas et al.
(2010). For the four remaining galaxies with metal-
licity measurements not available in Moustakas et al.
(2010), we use oxygen abundances derived from the
Luminosity-Metallicity relation listed in Kennicutt et al.
(2011). Nine of the BtP galaxies have measured metal-
licity gradients (Moustakas et al. 2010). However, the
regions in these systems have galactocentric distances .
0.3 R25 (where R25 is the radius of the major axis at the
µB = 25 mag arcsec−2 isophote; de Vaucouleurs et al.
1991; Moustakas et al. 2010), therefore the effect of the
metallicity gradient is small, and we use the central

metallicity.
We correct all surface brightnesses and SFR surface

densities for inclination by multiplying cos(i). Inclina-
tions were drawn from the compiled lists in Hunt et al.
(2014). We remove NGC 4631 from the analysis due to
its high inclination (i ≈ 86◦; Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009).

3. [N II]-BASED ELECTRON DENSITIES AND
THEIR DEPENDENCE ON ENVIRONMENT

3.1. Estimating ionized gas densities from the [N II]
fine-structure transitions

In this section we discuss how the electron density can
be derived from the ratio between the [N II] 122 µm and
[N II] 205 µm transitions (from now on [N II] 122/205
line ratio). Let fi(ne) be the fraction of N+ in level i,
where i = 0 is the ground state. The power radiated in
fine structure lines is

Lλ=

∫

n(N+)Pλ(ne)dV (1)

=

[

N+

H+

]
∫

nePλ(ne)dV (2)

P205µm(ne)= f1(ne)A10hν10 (3)

P122µm(ne)= f2(ne)A21hν21 . (4)

where A10 and A21 are the Einstein coefficients for the
1 → 0 (205 µm) and 2 → 1 (122 µm) transitions of N+,
respectively. We have calculated fi(ne) for N+ levels
i = 0, .., 4, using electron collision strengths from Tayal
(2011), and radiative decay rates from Galavis et al.
(1997) and Storey & Zeippen (2000), for an assumed
electron temperature T = 8000K, and a range of ne.
The left panel of Figure 2 shows the variation of the
[N II] 122/205 ratio with electron density, ne. It can be
seen that the line ratio is sensitive to the density of the
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photoionized gas in the ne ∼ 10− 1, 000 cm−3 range.
The right panel of Figure 2 shows P/ne, where P

is the power radiated per N+ ion, for each individual
[N II] transition and for their sum, as a function of the
[N II] 122/205 line ratio. This figure illustrates the effect
of collisional quenching on the [N II] transitions once the
electron density of the gas exceeds the critical density of
the line. For example, as the electron density exceeds the
critical density of the [N II] 122 µm line –which happens
around a line ratio [N II] 122/205 ≈ 5 (ne ≈ 250 cm−3)–
the power radiated per ion by the [N II] 122 µm line
starts to decrease at a rate comparable to that of the
[N II] 205 µm line.

3.2. Distribution of [N II] 122/205 line ratios and
electron densities in the Beyond the Peak sample

For 141 individual regions (defined by the area cov-
ered by a single SPIRE-FTS beam at 205 µm) for which
we have observations of both [N II] transitions with
S/N ≥ 3, Figure 3 shows the histogram of the ob-
served [N II] 122/205 line ratios (left panel) and the
fraction of the total emitted [N II] 122 µm power per
[N II] 122/205 bin (right panel). On the left panel,
the two [N II] 122/205 line ratio distributions show the
data calibrated as a point-source (grey) and after ap-
plying the extended emission correction (blue). Both
distributions are roughly similar, but the corrected ver-
sion of the data tends to show higher line ratios. This
is the direct result of applying the extended emission
correction, which accounts for the overestimation of the
[N II] 205 µm intensity when extracted as a point source
(see Section 2.1 for details). From the rest of the paper,
we base all of the results on the extended emission cor-
rected version of the data. The red dashed line shows
the line ratio limit of [N II] 122/205 ≈ 0.55 expected
for regions with ne ≪ ncrit assuming Tayal (2011) elec-
tron collision strengths (this ratio limit is 0.66 if we as-
sume Hudson & Bell (2005) electron collision strengths
instead). In our sample, there is only one region with a
[N II] 122/205 line ratio lower than 0.55. This region is
located in NGC 4254 and has a [N II] 122/205 line ratio
of 0.38± 0.15. As a cautionary note, this region is one of
the few where the extended emission correction increased
the [N II] 205 µm intensity by a factor of ∼ 2. There-
fore, the origin of this low [N II] line ratio may not be
physical. About 40% of the emitted [N II] 122 µm power
arises from regions with [N II] 122/205 & 2, or equiva-
lently, electron densities higher than the critical density
of the [N II] 205 µm line.
The left panel of Figure 4 shows the theoretical depen-

dence of the electron density on the [N II] 122/205 line
ratio calculated in Section 3.1 and shown in the left panel
of Figure 2. The observed [N II] 122/205 line ratios mea-
sured in our 141 regions from the BtP sample are shown
as blue vertical lines on top of the curve. The line ratios
range between∼ 0.6 and 6, which corresponds to electron
densities in the ∼ 3 to 300 cm−3 range. Typical uncer-
tainties in the electron density measurements are of the
order of 20%. Figure 4 also includes [N II] 122/205 line
ratios observed in the Milky Way with the Cosmic Back-
ground Explorer (Bennett et al. 1994), M 82 with the
Kuiper Airborne Observatory (Petuchowski et al. 1994),
the young open cluster Trumpler 14 and the H II re-
gion Carina I in the Carina nebula observed with the

South Pole Imaging Fabry-Perot Interferometer at the
Antarctic Submillimeter Telescope and Remote Observa-
tory and the Infrared Space Observatory (Oberst et al.
2011), M 51 central and arm regions observed with Her-
schel PACS (Parkin et al. 2013) and the central region
of IC 342 observed with Herschel PACS and SPIRE
(Rigopoulou et al. 2013). We measure a mean electron
density in the BtP sample of ne ≈ 30 cm−3, which is
similar to the electron density in the young open cluster
Trumpler 14, the Carina I H II region, the average value
found in the Galactic plane by Goldsmith et al. (2015),
and the median value of 22 cm−3 measured in a sample
of 12 (U)LIRGs (Zhao et al. 2016).
The right panel of Figure 4 shows the resulting dis-

tribution of electron densities for the BtP regions. We
also plot the literature measurements included in the left
panel and we add the distributions of electron densities
measured in 20 regions of the edge-on galaxy NGC 891
(Hughes et al. 2014), 92 positions in the Galactic plane
(Goldsmith et al. 2015)21, and 27 regions in the Carina
nebula (Oberst et al. 2011). In the latter, the highest
density regions are associated with the outskirts of the
H II regions Carina I and II, and the lowest density re-
gions correspond to an extended component detectable
all over the ∼30 pc map (Oberst et al. 2006, 2011). The
comparison between the BtP data and the external sam-
ples reveal the wide range of electron densities present in
our sample. On one hand, we are sensitive to a more ex-
tended, low-density ionized gas component, like the one
that fills the medium in between H II regions in the Ca-
rina nebula. On the other hand, we have regions with
high electron densities (measured in the central regions
of NGC 1097, NGC 4536 and NGC 6946) that are com-
parable to the ones measured in very active star-forming
galaxies, like M 82 and the central region of IC 342.

3.3. Electron density variations within individual
galaxies

The photoionized gas traced by the [N II] in our sample
spans two orders of magnitude in electron density. In this
section we explore the dependence between the electron
density and a number of ISM properties that might play
a role in these variations, such as metallicity, radiation
field strength and star formation activity.
How much does the electron density vary within the

area sampled in each galaxy? To answer this, Figure 5
shows the electron density of our 141 regions grouped
by galaxy. The names of the galaxies are listed in the
bottom of the panel, and their characteristic metallici-
ties are listed in the top part of the plot. Galaxies are
sorted from left to right in order of increasing metallic-
ity. We use color to include information about the local
radiation field strength, derived using the dust-weighted
mean starlight intensity 〈U〉 from the Draine & Li (2007)
model. Finally, we mark using open circles regions with
deprojected distances to the center of the galaxy less than
the median physical radius of the SPIRE-FTS bolometer
in our sample, i.e. ≈ 400 pc. We measure the distance to
the center by calculating the angular separation between
the position of the center of the galaxy (taken from the

21 We only included line of sight positions from Table 2 in
Goldsmith et al. (2015) that have ≥ 3σ line detections in both
[N II] 122 and 205 µm transitions.
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Fig. 5.— Electron density as a function of metallicity for all re-
gions in our sample sorted by galaxy. The name of the galaxy
is listed in the bottom part of the plot and the characteristic
global value of the Oxygen abundance 12 + log(O/H) –measured
by Moustakas et al. (2010)– is listed on the top part of the plot
in red. Metallicity increases to the right. The color scale corre-
sponds to the dust-weighted mean starlight intensity 〈U〉 derived
from the Draine & Li (2007) model. The symbols with inner white
squares show the regions where the position of the bolometer is
located within a deprojected distance of 400 pc to the center of the
galaxy. Within galaxies, and despite the limited spatial coverage
of the disk, we observe variations in electron density greater than a
factor of ∼ 10 (e.g., NGC 3627, NGC 4826, NGC 6946). For most
galaxies, the highest electron density measurements are found in
the central regions. Finally, the color scale reveals a clear trend of
increasing electron density with radiation field strength.

NASA Extragalactic Database) and the position of the
SPIRE-FTS bolometers. We then convert the angular
separation into a deprojected distance, Dc, using dis-

tances drawn from the compiled list in Kennicutt et al.
(2011). From Figure 5 we notice that the highest elec-
tron density measurements within a galaxy tend to be
found in its central region (in 16 of the 18 galaxies with
central measurements available, the central region cor-
responds to the highest or the second highest electron
density measured in the disk).
Figure 5 also shows that we are able to detect vari-

ations in the electron density within individual galax-
ies as high as a factor of ∼ 50. One good example is
NGC 3627, a Leo Triplet interacting spiral galaxy with a
strong bar (Regan et al. 2002). The highest gas density
in the system, ne = 71 cm−3, is measured at one of the
ends of the bar. This region is characterized by strong
star formation activity and high average radiation field
strength (〈U〉 ≈ 10). The second highest ionized gas den-
sity measurement comes from the central region of the
galaxy (ne = 40 cm−3, 〈U〉 ≈ 13), and the lowest ionized
gas density (ne = 4 cm−3) is measured in a more qui-
escent region (〈U〉 ≈ 3) located in between the bar and
one of the spiral arms. This trend of increasing electron
density with radiation field strength is not exclusive to
NGC 3627. In fact, Figure 5 reveals a similar trend for
the rest of the sample: while regions with ne . 20 cm−3

tend to have radiation field strengths of only a few times
the radiation field in the solar neighborhood, regions with
ne & 100 cm−3 tend to have 〈U〉 & 15. Among nearby
galaxies that are not part of the BtP sample, spatial vari-
ations of the [N II] 205 µm emission are also observed for
M 83, NGC 891, M 51 and NGC 4038/9 (Wu et al. 2015;
Hughes et al. 2016).
There is not a clear trend of varying electron den-

sity with oxygen abundance. However, low metallicity
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galaxies in our sample tend to have, on average, higher
radiation fields and electron densities than the rest of
the sample. This could be an observational bias as the
spatial coverage of the [N II] line emission in these low
metallicity environments –especially in the case of the
[N II] 122 µm transition– is mostly limited to bright,
star-forming regions.

3.4. Relationship between electron density and the ISM
environment

One of our main goals is to understand the variations in
the ionized gas density as a function of the ISM environ-
ment. This is possible thanks to the spatial coverage of
our target galaxies provided by SPIRE-FTS and the rich
characterization of the ISM properties derived from the
ancillary data. We start our analysis by studying how the
electron gas density changes with radial distance. Panel
(a) in Figure 6 shows the electron density of the 141 re-
gions in our sample as a function of the deprojected dis-
tance to the center of the galaxy normalized by the radius
of the major axis at the µB = 25 mag arcsec−2 isophote
(R25; de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991; Moustakas et al. 2010).
The resulting 19 regions with deprojected distances to
the center less than 400 pc are shown as red open squares.
As we already discussed for Figure 5, central regions in
galaxies tend to have higher electron densities (median
ne ≈ 77 cm−3) than those located in the disk (median
ne ≈ 25 cm−3).
Panel (b) shows the ionized gas density as a func-

tion of the infrared color νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm) mea-
sured using the PACS 70 and 100 µm data. There is a
good correlation of increasing gas density with increas-
ing νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm). The best power-law fit,
shown as a solid line in the second panel, yields:

log10(ne/cm
−3) = 3.41×log10(νfν(70)/νfν(100))+1.68.

(5)

The standard deviation around the fit is 0.42 dex. This
parametrization could be useful for studies that require
an electron density in order to predict the [N II] 205 µm
flux based on the [N II] 122 µm flux (or vice versa) (e.g.,
Zhao et al. 2013).
Panels (c) and (d) in Figure 6 show the electron den-

sity as a function of the dust-weighted mean starlight
intensity, 〈U〉, and the fraction of the dust luminosity
produced by photodissociation regions with U > 100,
fPDR (both parameters derived from the Draine & Li
2007 model). The correlation of electron density with
starlight intensity is as good as the correlation with in-
frared color, which is expected given the good correspon-
dence between infrared color and 〈U〉 (e.g., see Figure 19
in Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009). On the other hand, there
is no strong dependence between electron density and
fPDR (Spearman correlation coefficient r = 0.38). Fi-
nally, panels (e) and (f) show the correlation between
electron density and total infrared luminosity surface
density, ΣTIR, and star formation surface density, ΣSFR.
Similar to what is found for the dependences with in-
frared color or radiation field strength, there is a clear
trend of increasing electron density with increasing in-
frared surface brightness and star formation activity.
The observed relationship between electron density

and star formation activity, or radiation field strength,
could have at least two origins. The first one is related
to the first stages of the evolution of H II regions. For
recent episodes of star formation activity, we expect mas-
sive stars to produce very intense radiation fields. The
corresponding young H II regions created around these
newly-formed stars are more compact than evolved H II

regions, characterized by electron densities higher than
ne ≈ 103 cm−3, and located in the high-pressure, in-
ner regions of molecular clouds (Franco et al. 2000). Al-
though our sensitivity to high electron densities is lim-
ited by the critical density of the [N II] 122 µm line,
we believe that regions in our sample that exhibit high
radiation fields and high electron densities could be re-
lated to young, compact H II regions. The second pos-
sible explanation is based on a thermal pressure argu-
ment. Once a young, compact H II region has expanded
and reaches pressure equilibrium with its surrounding
medium, a high electron density implies a high neutral
density of the cold ISM gas in which the H II region is
embedded. This high density molecular gas environment
provides the conditions for further star formation to oc-
cur, establishing a link between the high density of the
ionized gas and more intense star formation activity.

4. ESTIMATING STAR FORMATION RATES FROM
THE [N II] FINE-STRUCTURE TRANSITIONS

In this section we analyze the reliability of the far-
infrared [N II] transitions as tracers of star formation
activity. One of the advantages of these lines is that,
unlike Hα or other optical tracers, they are insensitive
to dust extinction and can provide a robust estimate of
the ionizing photon rate, Q0. We start by deriving a
theoretical relation between [N II] emission and SFR.
This relation depends, among other things, on the nitro-
gen abundance, the ionization fraction of nitrogen, and
the density of the ionized gas. For the latter we study
two cases: (1) low-density gas, and (2) gas that follows
a log-normal distribution of densities. Finally, we com-
pare our theoretical predictions and the results from the
MAPPINGS-III code to the BtP galaxies and other sam-
ples of extragalactic objects.

4.1. Low Density Limit

To understand how [N II] emission works as a measure
of star formation we can assume that the excitation is
dominated by collisions from the ground level and bal-
anced by radiative de-excitation. This will be correct at
densities lower than the critical density of the line, where
collisional de-excitation does not play a role. Thus, we
can approximate the power radiated in the [N II] 122 or
205 µm lines in a given volume V as

Lλ
∼= nen(N

+)qλhνV. (6)

Here q122 = q02 and q205 = q01+q02, where q01 and q02
are the collisional excitation coefficients from the ground
level to level 1 and 2, respectively. n(N+) is the density
of the ionized nitrogen and we assume that most N+ is in
the ground level. For an ionization bounded H II region
the ionization-recombination balance dictates that

Q0 = nen(H
+)αBV, (7)
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where the total rate of H photoionizations, Q0, is equal
to the rate of radiative recombinations determined by
the case B recombination coefficient αB = 3.04 ×
10−13 cm3 s−1 at T = 8000K, and n(H+) is the num-
ber density of ionized hydrogen atoms. Under these hy-
potheses, and combining Equations (6) and (7), the ion-
izing photon rate is proportional to the [N II] luminosity
through (c.f., Eq. 15 in McKee & Williams 1997)

Q0
∼= LλαB

qλhνλ

n(H+)

n(N+)
. (8)

Given the similarities in the ionization potentials (13.6
eV vs. 14.5 eV), and assuming that the nitrogen is only
singly ionized (i.e., N+/N = 1), with a negligible fraction
of higher ionization states (which require photons more
energetic than 29.6 eV), the last factor is equal to the
inverse of the gas-phase abundance of nitrogen.
The nitrogen ionization balance depends on the spec-

trum of the stellar radiation and the ionization parameter
Uion, which is defined as the ratio of the ionizing photon
density to the hydrogen density nH. Because the N+ →
N++ ionization potential is above that for He → He+,
then N++ and N+++ will be present only where the He
is ionized. Only the hottest O stars (earlier than O8) can
ionize He throughout the H II region. If the He is ionized,
the nitrogen will be mainly N++ and N+++ only if the
local ionization parameter Uion > 10−3.1 (see Fig. 8 of
Abel et al. 2009). The median Uion in an H II region is
> 10−3 for neQ0 > 1050 cm−3 s−1 (see Fig. 3 of Draine
2011). Thus in very high density H II regions, or giant
H II regions ionized by a cluster of O stars, the nitrogen
may be preferentially in N++, but in low density H II

regions around single stars we expect N to be primarily
N+.
Assuming solar abundance (N/H)⊙ = 7.4 × 10−5

(Asplund et al. 2009) and q205 = q01 + q02 = 6.79 ×
10−8 cm3 s−1 (Hudson & Bell 2005), we measure a me-
dian [N II] 205 µm-based global ionizing photon rate
for the BtP galaxies of Q0 = 1.98 × 1052 photons s−1.
Normalized to the covered area, this corresponds to
1.96 × 1051 photons s−1 kpc−2. If we use the colli-
sional excitation coefficients from Tayal (2011) instead,
then q01 + q02 = 5.1 × 10−8 cm3 s−1, which increases
the ionizing photons rates by a factor of 1.3. The me-
dian ionizing photon rate surface density in our sample
is about 3 times the ionizing photon rate measured by
Bennett et al. (1994) inside the solar circle in our Galaxy.
Using the [N II] 122 µm transition –in principle a bet-
ter tracer than [N II] 205 µm due to its higher critical
density– yields an average ionizing photon rate surface
density a factor of ∼ 4 higher than the one based on the
[N II] 205 µm emission.
To relate the ionizing photon rate Q0 to the SFR, we

use the fact that for the default Starburst99 IMF with an
upper-mass cutoff of 120 M⊙ (see Section 2.4 for details),
and steady star formation for 108 yr, the star formation
rate and rate of production of photoionizing photons are
related by

Q0

fion
= 1.60× 1053 s−1 SFR

M⊙ yr−1
, (9)

where fion is the fraction of H ionizing photons emitted

by stars that photoionize H or He; i.e., (1 − fion) is the
fraction absorbed by dust. According to the discussion of
dusty H II regions by Draine (2011), we expect fion ≈ 1.
Also note that if we change the IMF upper-mass cutoff
to 100 M⊙ (e.g., Murphy et al. 2011), the rate of ionizing
photons per SFR decreases by ∼ 14%.
Combining Equations (8) and (9) we find that the SFR

as a function of the [N II] luminosity in the low density
limit is given by:

SFR

M⊙ yr−1
= 1.49× 10−7

(

6.79× 10−8 cm3 s−1

q01 + q02

)

×
(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

L205

L⊙

,

(10)

and

SFR

M⊙ yr−1
= 2.35× 10−7

(

2.57× 10−8 cm3 s−1

q02

)

×
(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

L122

L⊙

.

(11)

We can see through this example that a measurement
of SFR using the fine structure lines of [N II] is possible,
but it will depend on the abundance of nitrogen, its ion-
ization state, and ultimately the density of the ionized
region, as collisional de-excitation will be important at
densities of interest.

4.2. Effect of a Distribution of Densities

The photoionized gas in a galaxy will generally have
a wide range of electron densities, from compact H II

regions to diffuse photoionized gas. The balance between
photoionization and radiative recombination can then be
expressed as

Q0 =

∫

αBn(H
+)nedV =

∫

αBn(H
+)ne

dV

d lnne

d lnne.

(12)
In order to assess the effect on Q0 of having a range

of electron densities, we parametrize the distribution of
electron densities using a log-normal distribution

αBn(H
+)ne

dV

d lnne

=
Q0√
2πσ2

exp

[

− (ln(ne/ne0))
2

2σ2

]

;

(13)
ne0 is then a characteristic electron density for the re-
combining gas, while σ represents the width of the
distribution of electron densities. The case σ = 0
correspond to uniform density. For σ = 1, for ex-
ample, if the characteristic electron density is ne0 =
100 cm−3, then the 1-σ (68%) and 2-σ (95.5%) con-
fidence intervals encompass the density ranges ne =
38.8 − 271.8 cm−3 and ne = 13.5 − 738.9 cm−3, re-
spectively. Log-normal distributions have been used to
characterize the electron density distribution of the warm
ionized medium (Berkhuijsen & Fletcher 2008; Hill et al.
2008; Redfield & Falcon 2008).
Then, if we replace dV in Eq. (2) using Eq. (13) we

can express the power radiated in a line as
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Fig. 7.— Number of ionizing photons per erg of emitted energy in
the [NII] lines, C, as a function of the [N II] 122/205 line ratio, for
four values of the electron density distribution parameter: σ = 0
(uniform density), 1, 2 and 3. Central regions with deprojected
distances less than 400 pc are shown as squares. The error bars
in the bottom corner show the typical uncertainty on the measure-
ments. The solid and dashed lines are based on the Tayal (2011)
and Hudson & Bell (2005) collision coefficients, respectively. As
the [N II] 122/205 line ratio increases, the parameter C becomes
increasingly sensitive to the distribution of electron densities. This
behavior has a direct effect on the accuracy of the determination
of SFRs based on the [N II] lines, as SFR ∝ C × L122+205 (see
Equation 18). We also include the measured calibration coefficient
C for 141 regions in our sample for which we have [N II] 122/205
line ratios available. For each region we use the characteristic oxy-
gen abundance of its parent galaxy as a proxy for the nitrogen
abundance. Finally, we use open circles to indicate three regions
that show high C values and have [S III]-based electron density
measurements that are a factor of ∼ 13 or higher than those based
on the [N II] lines. This could be an indication that these regions
have wide electron density distributions.

Lλ =
Q0

αB

√
2πσ2

[

N+

H+

]
∫

exp

[

− (ln(ne/ne0))
2

2σ2

]

×Pλ(ne)

ne

d lnne.

(14)

The observed line ratio is then a function of both ne0

and σ

L122

L205
=

∫

d lnne exp[−(ln(ne/ne0))
2/2σ2]P122(ne)/ne

∫

d lnne exp[−(ln(ne/ne0))2/2σ2]P205(ne)/ne

,

(15)
and the radiative recombination rateQ0 can be expressed
as

Q0 = C

(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

[L205 + L122] , (16)

where N+/H+ is the ionized gas phase abundance ratio
and

C(ne0, σ) =
αB

(N/H)⊙
×

√
2πσ

∫

d lnne(P205(ne)+P122(ne)) exp[−(ln(ne/ne0))2/2σ2]/ne

.

(17)

Here we introduce the calibration coefficient C, which is
the number of ionizing photons per erg of emitted en-
ergy in the [N II] lines. C is a function of ne0 and the
distribution parameter σ, but it can also be regarded as
a function of the observed line ratio L122/L205 and σ,
C(L122/L205, σ). The calculations assume a solar abun-
dance (N/H)⊙ = 7.4× 10−5 (Asplund et al. 2009).
Thus,

SFR

M⊙ yr−1
=

2.77× 10−7

fion

(

C(L122/L205, σ)

1013 erg−1

)

×
(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

L122 + L205

L⊙

.

(18)

In summary, we expect that a [N II]-based SFR cali-
bration will depend on the nitrogen abundance and the
calibration coefficient C (which in turn is a function of
the [N II] 122/205 line ratio, or ne, and the width of
the distribution of electron densities).In addition, and
similar to what we discussed for the low-density limit
case, this calibration will underestimate the star forma-
tion rate when the dominant ionization stage is not N+,
which is the case for gas ionized by very early-type O
stars in high density H II regions.
Figure 7 shows the behavior of C as a function of the

[N II] 122/205 line ratio and σ. The solid and dashed
lines represent the predictions based on the Tayal (2011)
and Hudson & Bell (2005) collision coefficients, respec-
tively. The first thing we notice is that, for a fixed value
of σ, C increases as a function of the [N II] 122/205 line
ratio (or electron density). This is the direct effect of
the collisional suppression of the [N II] emission at elec-
tron densities near and above the critical density of the
transition. In this regime, [N II] collisional de-excitations
compete with the radiative decays and the [N II] inten-
sity starts to systematically underestimate the amount
of star formation activity. In practical terms, this means
that two regions with the same SFR, similar electron den-
sity distribution, but different [N II] 122/205 line ratio,
then the one with the higher line ratio (or higher ne) will
have a lower L122+205 luminosity. This is especially true
for cases when the electron density is higher than the
critical density of the [N II] 205 µm line, ne & 44 cm−3

([N II] 122/205 & 1.6).
The second thing to note in Figure 7 is that the cal-

ibration coefficient C becomes increasingly sensitive to
the distribution of electron densities σ. For example, for
an observed line ratio [N II] 122/205 = 4, the value of C
increases by a factor ∼5 as σ varies from 0 to 2. This
implies than in galaxies with L122/L205 & 2, the inferred
SFR will be uncertain unless there is additional informa-
tion available (e.g., from observations of other emission
line ratios) to constrain the actual distribution of elec-
tron densities.
Finally, Figure 7 also includes the calibration coeffi-

cient C measured in regions with [N II] 122 and 205 µm
both measured, and Q0 inferred from ΣSFR(Hα+24 µm)
using above Equation (9). For the nitrogen abundance
of the gas relative to the Sun, (N+/H+)/(N/H)⊙, we
used as a proxy the oxygen abundance of its parent
galaxy, and we assume that nitrogen and oxygen abun-
dances scale linearly. This assumption is consistent
with the observed scatter in the (N/O) − (O/H) corre-
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Fig. 8.— (Left panels) Star formation rate surface density (ΣSFR(Hα + 24 µm)) versus the combined (Σ122+205) and individual (Σ122

and Σ205) [N II] line surface brightness scaled by the nitrogen abundance factor (N/H)⊙/(N/H). Each point represents a 17′′ region
selected from the 21 BtP galaxies. The error bars in the bottom corner show the typical uncertainty on the measurements. For regions
with [N II] 122/205 line ratios available, the color represents the electron density. In the case of the [N II] 205 µm line, the gray points
correspond to 366 additional regions that lie outside the KINGFISH/PACS coverage and therefore lack [N II] 122 µm observations. We
also show regions with deprojected distances to the center smaller than 400 pc as squares. The green solid line corresponds to the best fit
through the data for a fixed slope of one. The rest of the line correspond to results from Equation (18) for different assumptions on the
electron density distribution parameters ne and σ. (Right panels) Ratio between ΣSFR measured using Hα+24 µm and the [N II] lines
(based on the best linear fit) as a function of infrared color and electron density. We also include the predictions from Equation (18) shown
in the left panels. We observe a systematic increase of the ΣSFR/ΣSFR([N II]) ratio as a function of infrared color and electron density.
As predicted by Equation (18), these deviations could be associated to a higher density distribution parameter σ, or to electron densities
higher than the critical density of the [N II] lines. We observe the largest deviations from the linear fit for the [N II] 205 µm line, which is
expected given that the critical density of this line is about six times lower than the critical density of the [N II] 122 µm transition.
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lation (e.g, Groves et al. 2004; Pérez-Montero & Contini
2009) in the metallicity range of the BtP galaxies (12 +
log10(O/H) ∼ 8.6−9). If we assume instead of the linear
scaling an analytic function dependence of the nitrogen
abundance with oxygen –like the one used in the MAP-
PINGS code–, then we observe a larger spread in the
C−[N II] 122/205 line ratio values of our BtP regions.
In general, the calibration coefficient C predic-

tions are consistent with the observations, and as the
[N II] 122/205 line ratio increases, the scatter in the
observations can be explained by different assumptions
on the width of the electron density distribution. A
handful of exceptions are the group of 7 regions with
[N II] 122/205 line ratios around ∼ 1.5 − 2.5 that show
significantly higher C values compared to the theoreti-
cal expectations, even for the σ = 2 case. To explore if
the reason for the high calibration coefficients measured
in these regions is associated to high σ values, we add
the [S III] lines to our analysis. Since sulfur has a sec-
ond ionization potential (23.3 eV) higher than that of
N II, the sulfur forbidden lines [S III] 18.7 and 33.5 µm
probe a higher ionization gas than the [N II] infrared
lines. [S III] 18.7/33.5 is sensitive to changes in the elec-
tron density in the ne ∼ 100−104 cm−3 range. For three
of the seven regions, fluxes for the [S III] 18.7 and 33.5 µm
lines are available (Dale et al. 2009a) using The Infrared
Spectrograph (IRS; Houck et al. 2004) on board Spitzer.
The size of the aperture used to measure the [S III] line
fluxes is 23′′ × 15′′, roughly similar to the ∼ 17′′ SPIRE-
FTS beam at 205 µm. We find that the [S III]-based
electron densities of these regions are at least a factor of
∼ 13 higher than those obtained using the [N II] lines.
This suggests that these regions could have a wide dis-
tribution of electron densities, where a higher-ionization,
higher-density gas component powered by massive stars
coexists with the more diffuse gas traced by the [N II]
lines. A complete analysis of the distribution of electron
densities based on the combination of multiple tracers of
ionized gas density (e.g., [N II], [S III], [O III]) will be
presented in a future paper.

4.3. Correlations between the [N II] 122 and 205 µm
transitions and the star formation activity

In this section we continue the study of the relationship
between [N II] emission and star formation activity, but
this time we also include the individual correlations with
the [N II] 122 and 205 µm line surface brightness (Σ122

and Σ205, respectively), as for many sources only one of
these two lines will be available.
The first panel in Figure 8 shows the correlation be-

tween ΣSFR(Hα + 24 µm) and Σ122+205 scaled by the ni-
trogen abundance factor (N/H)⊙/(N/H). The best linear
fit yields:

ΣSFR

M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 = 3.31× 10−7

(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

Σ122+205

L⊙ kpc−2 .

(19)
Based on this fit, the right panel shows the scatter
as a function of IR color. We also plot the relation
from Equation (18) for three cases: two uniform den-
sity cases (σ = 0) with electron densities of ne = 10
and 100 cm−3, and one case with a wider electron den-
sity distribution (σ = 2) and ne0 = 100 cm−3. For the

nitrogen abundance term in Equation (18), we use as
a proxy the median oxygen abundance of the sample
(12 + log10(O/H) ≈ 8.83). We find that the best lin-
ear fit to the data lies between the expectations from
the ne = 10 and ne = 100 cm−3, single density (σ = 0)
models (long-dashed and dot-dashed lines). We also ob-
serve that the ΣSFR/Σ122+205 ratio tends to increase as
a function of infrared color and electron density. As we
discussed in Section 3.5, these deviations can be under-
stood in terms of the electron density of the gas rela-
tive to the critical density of the [N II] transitions, and
the density distribution parameter σ. For example, from
Equation (18) we expect regions with a density distribu-
tion parameter σ = 2 and ne0 = 100 cm−3 (short-dashed
line) to have ΣSFR/Σ122+205 ratios a factor of ∼ 5 higher
than the ratio found by the best linear fit. In our sam-
ple, there are two galaxy central regions with densities
around ne ≈ 100 cm−3 that have ΣSFR/Σ122+205 ratios
that are consistent with the σ = 2, ne0 = 100 cm−3

model.
In the case of the [N II] 205 µm emission, we in-

clude in our analysis 366 additional regions that lie out-
side the KINGFISH/PACS coverage (meaning, they lack
[N II] 122 µm observations – see middle row of Figure 8).
The best linear fit through the Σ205 − ΣSFR correlation
yields:

ΣSFR

M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 = 4.51× 10−7

(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

Σ205

L⊙ kpc−2 .

(20)
The scatter around this fit is 0.28 dex, similar to the
scatter in the Σ122+205 − ΣSFR correlation. We also ob-
serve a larger spread in the results from Equation (18)
for the same set of assumptions on ne and σ as in the case
of the combined Σ122+205 emission. For regions with in-
frared colors cooler than νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm) ≈ 0.9
the scatter cloud around the linear fit is roughly sym-
metric, with a standard deviation of 0.25 dex. At about
the same infrared color threshold, Herrera-Camus et al.
(2015) find a systematic increase of the fit residuals from
the Σ[CII] − ΣSFR correlation, and Croxall et al. (2012)
find a drop in the [C II] to FIR ratio for regions in
NGC 4559 and NGC 1097 (although they do not find
any signs of a “[N II]-deficit”). For IR colors warmer
than νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm) ≈ 0.9 –which according
to Equation (5) corresponds to an electron density of
ne ≈ 33 cm−3, close to the critical density of the line–
we observe a strong increase in the ΣSFR/Σ205 ratio as
a function of infrared color and electron density. These
deviations are mainly driven by the collisional quenching
of the [N II] 205 µm line due to its relatively low critical
density.
Finally, in the case of the Σ122 − ΣSFR correlation,

shown in the bottom two panels of Figure 8, the best fit
through the data using a fixed slope of one yields:

ΣSFR

M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 = 3.33× 10−7

(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

Σ122

L⊙ kpc−2 .

(21)
This linear fit is similar to the relation from Equa-
tion (18) for both single density, ne = 10 and 100 cm−3

models. The scatter around the fit is 0.24 dex, slightly
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better than the 0.28 dex we measure in the Σ205 −ΣSFR

correlation. Compared to the [N II] 205 µm case, regions
start to deviate from the best linear fit at warmer IR
colors, and there seems to be a smaller dependence be-
tween the amplitude of these deviations and the electron
density of the region. This is expected as the critical
density of the [N II] 122 µm transition is about six times
higher than that of the [N II] 205 µm line. However,
and based on the relatively low critical densities of some
of the regions that deviate & 0.5 dex compared to the
[N II] 122 µm critical density, it seems that the density
effect by itself is not sufficient to explain these deviations.
As we discussed in §4.2, additional physical effects that
could be playing a role in this warm regions are the hard-
ness of the radiation field (that sets the N++/N+ ratio),
and the width of the electron density distribution.
The [C II] 158 µm transition is another far-infrared

line proposed to study the star formation activity in lo-
cal and high-z galaxies (e.g., Herrera-Camus et al. 2015).
The scatter in the Σ[CII] − ΣSFR correlation is about ∼
0.2−0.3 dex (De Looze et al. 2014; Herrera-Camus et al.
2015), similar to the scatter measured in the Σ[NII]−ΣSFR

correlations that include the [N II] 122 µm transition.
The key physical advantage of the [C II] transition is
that it is the dominant coolant of the neutral atomic and
molecular phases (e.g., Rosenberg et al. 2015) so, unlike
the [N II], its intensity reflects the heating of the star
forming gas. As long as the majority of the [C II] emis-
sion arises from neutral atomic and molecular gas, and
wherever heating of these phases is dominated by star
formation activity, the [C II] intensity provides a direct
measure of that activity modulo an uncertain heating
efficiency and the cooling contribution from other poten-
tially important coolants such as [O I] 63 µm emission.

4.4. Comparison with models and other extragalactic
[N II] samples

In this section we continue the study of the relation
between [N II] emission, star formation activity and elec-
tron density by complementing our sample of nearby
spirals with local LIRGs, and comparing these obser-
vations to predictions from Equation (18) and the pho-
toionization code MAPPINGS-III (Levesque et al. 2010).
A brief description of the LIRG sample and the code
MAPPINGS-III can be found in Section 2.
The first panel in Figure 9 shows the L205−SFR corre-

lation for the BtP galaxies and local LIRGs drawn from
the GOALS (Zhao et al. 2013) sample. The luminosities
and SFRs for the BtP galaxies are the result of the sum
of the individual regions shown in Figure 8; the color of
the circles indicate the average electron density of the
galaxy. We observe that the average electron density
of BtP galaxies range between ne = 15 and 100 cm−3,
and those systems with electron densities higher than the
critical density of the line tend to have higher SFR/L205

ratios. This result is similar to what we find in the anal-
ysis of the spatially resolved Σ205 − ΣSFR correlation.
In addition to the observations, Figure 9 includes re-

sults from Equation (18) and the MAPPINGS-III code.
For the latter, the shaded color areas represent the model
results for different assumptions on the electron density
(blue for ne = 10 cm−3 and red for ne = 100 cm−3) and
metallicity of the gas (lower and upper boundaries for

Z = 2Z⊙ and Z = Z⊙, respectively). The MAPPINGS-
III code predicts that, for a fixed metallicity, H II re-
gions with electron densities of ne = 100 cm−3 will have
SFR/L205 ratios a factor of ∼ 4 higher than those with
ne = 10 cm−3. These results are consistent with the ob-
served L205 − SFR relationship for the BtP galaxies. As
we discussed in Section 3.5, one of the reasons for this
behavior is the collisional quenching of the [N II] 205 µm
line when ne & ncrit.
Regarding the GOALS galaxies, about half of them

have SFR/L205 ratios consistent with the MAPPINGS-
III results for H II regions with ne = 100 cm−3. The
other half have SFR/L205 ratios too high to be inter-
preted by the MAPPINGS-III model outputs. These sys-
tems also tend to have high IRAS fν(60)/fν(100) colors
(Zhao et al. 2016). One possibility is that the ionized
gas for these cases is denser than ne = 100 cm−3. We
explore this scenario using Equation (18) and we found
that, under the assumption of isodensity gas (σ = 0), an
electron density of 800 cm−3 is required to reproduce the
high SFR/L205 ratios (dot-dashed line). If we drop the
assumption of single density gas, then the high SFR/L205

ratios can be described by assuming a characteristic elec-
tron density of ne0 = 100 cm−3 and increasing the den-
sity distribution parameter from σ = 0 to σ = 2. In addi-
tion to the density effect, another factor that could play a
role is the hardness of the ionizing radiation field, which
controls the N++/N+ ratio. Evidence for this comes from
the observed systematic decrease in the L205/LIR ratio of
star-forming galaxies and (U)LIRGs as the L[OIII]/L205

ratio increases (Zhao et al. 2013). The L[OIII]/L205 ratio

should resemble the N++/N+ ratio, as the energy needed
to form N++ is only ∼ 6 eV higher than that needed to
form O++. This analysis reinforces our previous conclu-
sion about the limitations on using the [N II] 205 µm
line as a star formation tracer when the properties of the
ionized gas of the source (in particular ne, σ, the ioniza-
tion parameter and the hardness of the radiation field)
are not constrained.
Compared to the [N II] 205 µm case, the ob-

served correlations for the BtP galaxies that involve the
[N II] 122 µm line are tighter, resulting from a weaker de-
pendence of the [N II] 122 µm line emission with electron
density. This result is consistent with the predictions
from the MAPPINGS-III code, where, for example, the
SFR/L122 ratios for the ne = 10 and 100 cm−3 cases
only differ by a factor of 1.5. Similarly, the results from
Equation (18) for σ = 0 and ne = 10 and 100 cm−3 dif-
fer only by a factor of 1.2. Regarding the ULIRGs drawn
from the Farrah et al. (2013) sample, they tend to have
SFR/L122 ratios that are a factor of ∼ 3 higher than
those of the BtP galaxies. According to the results from
Equation (18), this difference between the BtP galax-
ies and the LIRGs suggests that the ionized gas in the
latter is dominated by dissimilar conditions, e.g., an ho-
mogeneous ionized medium with a high electron density
(ne = 800 cm−3), or ionized gas with ne0 = 100 cm−3

but characterized by a wide electron density distribu-
tion (σ = 2). Similar to the case of the (U)LIRGs in
the Zhao et al. (2013) sample, one additional factor that
needs to be considered is the increase in the N++/N+

ratio with the hardness of the ionizing radiation field.
In particular, Seyfert 2 and ULIRGS in the Farrah et al.
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Fig. 9.— [N II] 122 and 205 µm luminosities versus SFR compared to the results from the MAPPINGS-III code and Equation (18). BtP
galaxies are shown as circles, where the color represents the electron density. In general, we find a good agreement between the observed
correlations and the model predictions, where the scatter of the correlation can be understood in terms of variations in properties of the
ionized gas (ne and σ) and metallicity. (Left) SFR versus L205. For comparison, we include LIRGs from the GOALS sample observed
in [N II] 205 µm emission using Herschel/SPIRE-FTS (Zhao et al. 2013) . The colored areas show the MAPPINGS-III results based on
assuming H II regions with electron densities of ne = 10 (blue) and 100 cm−3 (red) and gas metallicities in the Z = Z⊙ − 2Z⊙ range.
Finally, the different black lines show the results from Equation (18) for the following set of conditions: σ = 0 and ne = 10 cm−3 (solid
line), σ = 0 and ne = 100 cm−3 (dashed line), σ = 0 and ne = 800 cm−3 (dot-dashed line), and σ = 2 and ne0 = 100 cm−3 (short-dashed
line). (Center) SFR versus L122. We include for comparison the Farrah et al. (2013) sample of ULIRGs observed in [N II] 122 µm emission
using Herschel/PACS. Open squares correspond to 3-σ upper limits in L122. The model and Equation (18) results are based on the same
set of assumptions than those adopted in the first panel. (Right) Similar to the first two panels, but this time we plot the SFR versus the
combined [N II] luminosity, L122+205.

(2013) sample that show weak Polycyclic Aromatic Hy-
drocarbon (PAH) emission (probably a sign of intense
radiation fields) likely have hard radiations fields and
G0/ne ≈ 10 cm3. These conditions place those galax-
ies in the regime where N++ is the dominant ionization
stage (Abel et al. 2009), which may explain the observed
high SFR/L122 ratios compared to those measured in the
BtP sample.
In summary, we find that a [N II]-based SFR calibra-

tion (Equation 18) depends, among other things, on the
electron density of the gas, the shape of the electron den-
sity distribution, hardness of the radiation field, and the
nitrogen abundance. Additional constraints on the prop-
erties of the ionized gas, provided for example by the
combination of the [N II] and [S III] lines, are required
to avoid uncertainties in the SFR determinations larger
than a factor of ∼ 2. Without prior knowledge on these
variables, the [N II] 122 µm transition is a slightly more
reliable tracer than the [N II] 205 µm line due to its ap-
proximately six times higher critical density.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we use the [N II] 122 and 205 µm far-
infrared transitions to study the properties of the low-
excitation H II gas in 21 galaxies observed by Herschel as
part of the “Beyond the Peak” and KINGFISH projects.
In particular, we use the [N II] 122/205 line ratio to mea-
sure the electron density of the low-excitation H II gas.
We then study the dependence between the electron den-
sity and properties of the ISM such as radiation field
strength, infrared color, metallicity, among others. The
[N II] 122 and 205 µm far-infrared lines also have poten-
tial as star formation tracers, and in this work we study
the correlations between the [N II] 122 and 205 µm emis-

sion and the star formation activity. In particular, we
explore the dependence of these correlations with prop-
erties of the ionized gas such as its density and metallic-
ity.
We highlight the following points:

1. For 141 regions selected from 21 galaxies we mea-
sure [N II] 122/205 line ratios in the range∼ 0.6−6,
which correspond to electron densities of the pho-
toionized gas in the range ne ∼ 3 − 300 cm−3

(assuming a single ne within each region). If we
consider instead a distribution of electron densi-
ties that follows a log-normal distribution charac-
terized by a width σ, and a characteristic electron
density ne0 (Equation 13), then the relationship
between the [N II] 122/205 line ratio and ne0 is
given by Equation 15. We find that only one region
has a [N II] 122/205 line ratio below the theoret-
ical limit of ∼ 0.6, which corresponds to gas with
ne ≪ ncrit. The median ionized gas density in the
sample is ne ≈ 30 cm−3, comparable to the me-
dian electron density measured in the Carina neb-
ula (Oberst et al. 2006, 2011). Within individual
galaxies we measure variations in the ionized gas
density as high as a factor of ∼ 50. In general, the
central ∼ 400 pc regions exhibit the highest elec-
tron densities in the galaxy, which is expected as
they typically have the highest star formation rate
surface densities.

2. We find a good correlation between electron den-
sity and infrared color (νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm)),
dust-weighted mean starlight intensity (〈U〉), TIR
surface density (ΣTIR) and SFR surface density
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(ΣSFR). The origin of these good correlations could
be associated with: (1) the evolutionary stage of
the H II region, as young, compact H II regions
will produce very intense radiation fields, or (2)
the fact that dense H II regions in pressure equi-
librium with the surrounding neutral gas implies a
high density molecular gas environment that may
lead to further star formation activity.

These relationships can also be useful when, in or-
der to predict the [N II] 205 µm intensity from the
[N II] 122 µm intensity (or vice versa), an electron
density needs to be assumed. In particular, we pro-
vide an equation to estimate the electron density
from the νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm) infrared color:

log10

( ne

cm−3

)

= 3.41× log10

(

νfν(70)

νfν(100)

)

+ 1.68.

3. We use the [N II] far-infrared transitions to mea-
sure the ionizing photon rate Q0. In the low-
density limit (Equation 8) we use the observed
[N II] 205 µm observations to estimate a median
global ionizing photon rate Q0 = 1.98 × 1052 s−1

for the BtP galaxies. Because collisional deex-
citation has been neglected, this is only a lower
bound on Q0. Normalized by the covered area,
the median ionizing photon rate surface density is
1.96× 1051 s−1 kpc−2, which is ∼ 3 times the ion-
izing photon rate measured inside the solar circle
(∼ 8.5 kpc) in the MilkyWay (Bennett et al. 1994).

4. We derive relations between the [N II] line emis-
sion and star formation rate in the low density limit
(Equations 10 and 11), and for distributions of elec-
tron densities (Equation 17 and 18). The latter
assumes a log-normal distribution of electron den-
sities characterized by the width of the distribu-
tion σ (σ = 0 corresponds to uniform density), and
the characteristic electron density of the ionized gas
ne0. We then relate the SFR and the [N II] lumi-
nosity via the the calibration coefficient C (Equa-
tion 17), which is the number of ionizing photons
per erg of emitted energy in the [N II] lines. C is a
function of the [N II] 122/205 line ratio (or electron
density) and σ. We find that C increases as a func-
tion of both the [N II] 122/205 line ratio and the
density distribution parameter σ. The differences
between the values of C for different ionized gas
conditions can be significant, and imply that not
only the [N II] 122/205 line ratio, but additional
constraints on the electron density distribution are
important to accurately measure SFRs based on
the [N II] transitions.

5. In general, we find good correlations between the
surface brightness of the [N II] line emission and
the star formation rate surface density. However,
and as we show in Equation (18), these correlations
depend on the nitrogen abundance, the character-
istic electron gas density and the density distribu-
tion parameter σ. The lack of constraints on any of
these parameters can result in large uncertainties
in the SFR determination based on the [N II] lines

only. The best linear fit to the observed correla-
tions of ΣSFR with Σ205, Σ122 and Σ122+205 for the
BtP regions are:

ΣSFR

M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 = 4.51× 10−7

(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

Σ205

L⊙ kpc−2 ,

= 3.33× 10−7

(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

Σ122

L⊙ kpc−2 ,

= 3.31× 10−7

(

(N/H)⊙
N+/H+

)

Σ122+205

L⊙ kpc−2 .

For all three correlations we find that regions
with warm infrared colors tend to show devia-
tions from the best linear fit in the sense that
a [N II]-based SFR calibration will underesti-
mate the reference amount of star formation ac-
tivity (measured as a combination of 24 µm and
Hα emission). For the [N II] 205 µm line,
these deviations starts at an IR color threshold
of νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm) ≈ 0.9, and they in-
crease as a function of νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm)
and ne until reaching deviations of ∼ 1 dex at
νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm) ≈ 1.2. This is primarily
a density effect, given that in regions with gas den-
sities closer or greater than ncrit, the [N II] 205 µm
collisional de-excitations compete with the radia-
tive decays and the [N II] 205 µm intensity stops
tracing any increment in the star formation activ-
ity. However, it is probably in part also due to ion-
ization of N+ to N++ and N+++ in high-density
H II regions ionized by early-type O stars.

For the two correlations that involve the
[N II] 122 µm line we also observe deviations
from the best linear fit growing with IR color,
but at a higher IR color threshold than in the
[N II] 205 µm case (νfν(70 µm)/νfν(100 µm ≈
1.1). This is because the critical density of the
[N II] 122 µm transition is ∼ 6 times higher
than that of [N II] 205 µm, which makes the
[N II] 122 µm transition less sensitive to the effects
of density than the [N II] 205 µm line.

6. We compare the L[NII] − SFR correlations for
the BtP galaxies to a sample of local (U)LIRGs
(Zhao et al. 2013; Farrah et al. 2013) and predic-
tions from the MAPPINGS-III photoionization
code and Equation (18) for different assumptions
on the ionized gas properties. In general, we find
good agreement between the L[NII] − SFR corre-
lations and the model results, where the observed
trends and scatter can be understood in terms of
variations of the electron density of the gas and the
width of the electron density distribution. Both
theory and observations reveal the importance of
having prior knowledge of the ionized gas prop-
erties of the source (e.g., metallicity, [N II] and
[S III] based electron density measurements, ioniza-
tion parameter) in order to avoid underestimating
the star formation activity. In case there are no
constraints on the ionized gas, the [N II] 122 µm
emission could be a slightly more reliable tracer
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than [N II] 205 µm due to its higher critical den-
sity.

The study of the [N II]-based SFR calibrations pre-
sented in this paper may prove useful to charac-
terize high-redshift (z & 2) galaxies observed by
ALMA. As we discussed in §5, this should be done
carefully, as the [N II]-based SFR calibration de-
pends on the nitrogen abundance, the electron den-
sity, the shape of the electron density distribution,
and the ionization state of the gas. In the case
there are additional tracers that can be used to
measure the SFR (e.g., LFIR), the comparison to
the [N II]-based SFR measurement could be used
to constrain the properties of the ionized gas of the
system.
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